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•• Geographical offender profiling is an investigative technique uGeographical offender profiling is an investigative technique used to prioritizesed to prioritize
a geographical area to search for a suspect of a crime series. a geographical area to search for a suspect of a crime series. 

1. Introduction1. Introduction
Using the coordinates of crime Using the coordinates of crime 
locations, specialized software locations, specialized software 

can make predictions about the can make predictions about the 
likely area of residence of a likely area of residence of a 

serial offender (see example).serial offender (see example).

2. Present Study2. Present Study
Research has shown with little Research has shown with little 
training human judges can be training human judges can be 
as accurate as software when as accurate as software when 
using two simple heuristics:using two simple heuristics:
•• The Circle Theory (Canter)The Circle Theory (Canter)
•• Distance decayDistance decay

Hypothesis IIHypothesis II
•• Human judges will Human judges will 

become as accurate as become as accurate as 
geographical profiling geographical profiling 

software after training.software after training.

Hypothesis IHypothesis I
•• Predictive accuracy Predictive accuracy 
improves after the improves after the 
presentation of simple presentation of simple 
heuristics.heuristics.

5. Results5. Results
I.   Accuracy increases significantly in the heuristics group, bI.   Accuracy increases significantly in the heuristics group, but only for the serial killer maps.ut only for the serial killer maps.
II.  Humans, after training, are as accurate as the geographicalII.  Humans, after training, are as accurate as the geographical profiling software.profiling software.
III. Investigative experience seems irrelevant to predictive accIII. Investigative experience seems irrelevant to predictive accuracy.uracy.
•• Both humans and software are less accurate in predicting serBoth humans and software are less accurate in predicting serial burglars.ial burglars.

3. Procedure3. Procedure
In this experiment we compare In this experiment we compare 
the accuracy of humans against the accuracy of humans against 
a geoa geo--profiling system prior to profiling system prior to 
and after training by asking and after training by asking 
them to mark an X where they them to mark an X where they 
think the offender is living.think the offender is living.
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Hypothesis IIIHypothesis III
•• Due to investigative Due to investigative 
experience police officers will experience police officers will 
differ from students.differ from students.

4. Material4. Material
10 Serial killer maps10 Serial killer maps

10 Serial burglar maps10 Serial burglar maps
(see example)(see example)

Comparing police officers, students and geographical profiling Comparing police officers, students and geographical profiling 
software on accuracy of their predictions.software on accuracy of their predictions.
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